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O I see now, flashing, that this Amer i ca is only you and me,

Its power, weapons, testimony, are you and me,

Its crimes, lies, thefts, defections, slavery, are you and me,

Its Congress is you and me— 
 the officers, capitols, armies, ships, are you and me,

Its endless gestations of new States are you and me,

The war— that war so bloody and grim—  
the war I  will henceforth forget— was you and me,

Natu ral and artificial are you and me,

Freedom, language, poems, employments, are you and me, 
Past, pre sent,  future, are you and me.

 walt whitman, “As I Sat Alone by Blue Ontario’s Shores”
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This book  wasn’t supposed to be written. That it was written means I ran up 
an incredible debt with mentors, friends, and  family. Only now as a professor 
and advisor do I understand how much the  labor given was beyond anything 
like professional responsibility and just how scarce the time was that many 
gave. I was a hard student, I strug gled, and any aptitude I had for this kind 
of work was not obvious. I benefited  because early on a few  people took an 
interest when most thought I was an annoyance and a waste of time. Beyond 
all the citations  these folks get throughout the rest of the book, I want to say 
something about the debt I can never pay back, beginning with my mom.

My mom watched me finish most school days in tears and then start most 
days physically sick with dread. Homework was impossible. Trying to recopy 
 things from books felt like peeling the skin off my own face. Writing felt 
like punishment. My mom got me through  every assignment, wrote notes 
to rarely understanding teachers explaining why my homework was in her 
handwriting, and waited out the most hostile of the teachers who felt in-
spired to convince me and my mom that I had no business being in school at 
all. Some insisted I would not finish high school.  Others just wanted to make 
sure I understood how truly lazy they thought I was. Before  there was an 
Americans with Disabilities Act, my mom fought for me to have access to a 
computer, adequate time to finish assignments, and the basic re spect neces-
sary to survive in the classroom. Before most teachers knew what a learning 
disability was, long before we could say something affirmative like neurodi-
verse or my favorite, neuroqueer, my mom found someone who could teach 
me to physically write, almost spell, and at least learn to use some rudimen-
tary grammar. When the prevailing wisdom was to put me on medi cation, 
she talked me through the side effects and let me choose not to pursue medi-
cation. She was a single  mother who by her nature hated confrontation and 
yet she was a fierce advocate and a limitless emotional support so that I could 
survive a school system designed for me to fail.
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In addition to the hard stuff, my mom also cultivated in me a love for 
1940s screwball comedies and a devotion to Alfred Hitchcock, which proved, 
serendipitously, to be an invaluable background for the pursuit of philoso-
phy.  There  were a few teachers along the way who made school worth show-
ing up for: Mark Webber, my debate coach; Dorothy Blodgett, who inspired 
my love of history; and Jim Herman, who encouraged my curiosity for the 
biological sciences: all helped get me through high school.

In college, three amazing scholars refused to let me quit and pushed me 
to go to gradu ate school. All three suffered through my tortured writing and 
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me I should pursue. Without all of them I would have never both ered ap-
plying to gradu ate school and without them I certainly would not have been 
admitted. They wrote recommendation letters for me, edited statements of 
purpose, and gave me stacks of books to challenge and inspire me. I was a 
lot of work and they just kept showing up. Robin Kilson, Begoña Aretxaga, 
and Barbara Harlow pushed me hard and never gave up on me. Robin also 
taught me how to make sangria, talk to academics, and look the horrors of 
our histories dead on, and she showed me what it looked like to strug gle with 
a debilitating disease on top of the cruelty of antiblackness and never give an 
inch. She wanted me to go to Harvard and she wanted me to be a historian 
but she was quite happy the day I told her I was admitted to Hopkins. She 
was also skeptical of all the “theory” I liked but she would have read  every 
page of this book and argued with me about  every paragraph, chuckling at 
me and half- smiling through the  whole  thing. Barbara took me on as an ad-
visee, despite the fact that I was a history major outside her department, and 
she supervised my se nior thesis. She taught me how to read closely, tried to 
teach me how to write, and when I was convinced she hated me and thought 
I was an idiot, she told me that she wanted to write me a recommendation 
letter for gradu ate school. And in her sardonic, more serious than joking way 
she told me that I would be an idiot not to apply. Begoña encouraged me 
to take my first gradu ate class while I was still an undergrad at ut Austin. 
She introduced me to a wonderland of theorists and new ideas and then su-
pervised my ma thesis at the University of Chicago while she was a visiting 
scholar  there. I only entered that program  because she insisted that I not stop 
 going to school  after I had been unable to accept an offer to Johns Hopkins 
 because I needed to take a job in Chicago. She was an incredible scholar and 
a generous advisor and reader. Begonia understood the intimacy and creative 
horror of vio lence better than anyone and had a nuance and reflexivity for 
the ethical terrain of war that always left me in awe.
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 After showing up in Hawai‘i, I had the privilege of attending Chuck Law-
rence’s mentoring seminar for ju nior faculty. Chuck and Mari are real live 
superheroes still fighting injustice with an endurance that seems entirely un-
affected by the darkness of our times. It was on their living room floor, trying 
to absorb every thing that was being said by Chuck and Mari and activist 
scholars like Malia Akutagawa, Aaron Sala, and Kapua Sproat about what it 
meant to live radical and often endangered lives, that I fi nally understood the 
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difference between mere knowledge and wisdom. What I came to understand 
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The truly apocalyptic view of the world is that  things do not repeat themselves.  
It  isn’t absurd, e.g., to believe that the age of science and technology is the  

beginning of the end for humanity; that the idea of  great pro gress is a delusion, along  
with the idea that the truth  will ultimately be known; that  there is nothing good  
or desirable about scientific knowledge and that mankind, in seeking it, is falling  

into a trap. It is by no means obvious that this is not how  things are.
—ludwig wittgenstein, Culture and Value

In 1992 the Union of Concerned Scientists issued a warning to humanity. Ac-
cording to the  union, the current trajectory of development promised “vast 
 human misery . . .  and a planet . . .  irretrievably mutilated.”1 At this time, the 
critical areas of concern  were the atmosphere,  water resources, oceans, soil, 
forests, living species, and the size of the  human population. Each of  these 
areas was identified as a necessary precondition for  human survival, with 
1,575 scientists joining the public statement. The warning was followed by 
a set of recommendations said to be within the grasp of all populations of 
the world: a significant reduction in the destruction of natu ral resources, 
sustainable resource management, population stabilization through volun-
tary  family planning, reduction and then elimination of poverty, and sexual 
equality such that  women could determine their own reproductive deci-
sions. To accomplish  these goals, the  union insisted that investment in and 
occurrence of vio lence and war needed to be reduced in order to  free up the 
necessary resources for saving the species. The report estimated that US$1 
trillion annually was being directed to the preparation and prosecution of 
warfare. The starkness of the choice is itself in ter est ing. For the  union, in a 
world of finite resources the species had to choose between war and survival, 
but it could not choose both.

Twenty- five years  later, the warning was issued again, and 15,364 scientists 
joined the “second notice” to humanity.2 The group, now renamed Alliance 
of World Scientists ( unions and concerns having fallen out of po liti cal  favor), 
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2—Introduction

found unequivocally that the state of the world is worse than we thought in 
1992, and that  little if any pro gress has been made in the intervening years. 
While no official answer to the 1992 warning was issued, a decision was 
made.  Those in a position to make a decision chose war.

It is not unusual that more than fifteen thousand scientists would agree 
on something. I imagine millions of scientists agree on other questions, like 
the basic nature of gravity and the atomic weight of cobalt. Yet it is difficult 
to imagine the need or interest to issue a public statement about  these mere 
descriptions of fact. What makes this concern worthy of a public address is 
that the statements issued in 1992 and 2017 are attempts to make a claim on 
a public, in fact the public: the global  whole of the  human species. The tone 
of both letters invests the full force of collective scientific expertise, argument 
making, and powers of persuasion on the case to be made for a threat to the 
planet. The letters simply assume that if the case is successfully made that 
humanity  faces impending doom, the case for saving humanity  will automati-
cally follow as if by some mechanism of logical necessity. Unfortunately, this 
assumption is not merely off the mark. Global politics for the past five hun-
dred years is proof of the opposite of common sense.  There is a centuries- long 
investment in research, development, and deployment of techniques to en-
sure that survival is only ever a right for some. This right for some, more often 
than not, is ensured at the expense of the self- determination and continuation 
of living for the overwhelming majority of the planet’s  human population.

Against the banal appeal to a universal humanity or the equally common-
place and catastrophic insistence on an inevitable clash of civilizations, I pre-
fer the idea of “form of life.” Not quite race and more than culture or style, this 
phrase refers to  those ways of being in the world— always lived collectively— 
without which one would no longer be who or what one is. I want to go fur-
ther than Ludwig Wittgenstein’s invocation of form of life as one’s par tic u-
lar game of language and gesture— the physiognomy that for him makes one 
 human— into the ways that not just  humans but all  things creatively striving 
 toward complexity come to make worlds out of their intractable dependence 
on and contribution to an environment.3 And beyond Wittgenstein’s events 
of communicative failure, interruptions of  these relations and habits threaten 
existence itself. When efforts are made to wipe out the American bison and 
buffalo or to militarize borders to interrupt the flow of mi grants who follow 
seasons and crops, it is not just a habit or practice that changes. The interrup-
tion of a form of life kills  people and frequently cascades into genocides and 
extinctions. In the case of the buffalo, it was not just the bands and nations 
of the  Great Plains whose precarity was leveraged for the strategic goal of 
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genocide and settlement. The entire prairie ecosystem was targeted, moving 
on from  human inhabitants to predators such as wolves and big cats to make 
way for leisure hunting and grazing practices that created the dust bowl and 
the subsequent collapse of riparian habitats throughout the United States.4

I take inspiration from Giorgio Agamben’s more radical reading of Witt-
genstein’s form of life in my desire to describe lives that cannot survive being 
separated from the way they are lived, but like Wittgenstein’s linguistic pro-
vincialism, I do not accept Agamben’s species provincialism that form of life 
 either is what defines the  human or is exclusively a  human attribute.5 Quite the 
opposite, when form of life is seen ecologically, what becomes apparent is how 
many diff er ent species, practices, histories, cosmologies, habitats, and rela-
tions come to constitute what we might call a form of life. Form of life is a par-
tic u lar origami in the “fabric of immanent relations” that defines the torsion 
between the singularity and the interpenetrated relationality of each and  every 
 human and nonhuman person.6 This question  will be taken up more substan-
tially in chapter 1, but suffice it to say that form of life, for me, is the current 
or flow against which we can even identify a change or intervention as violent 
rather than merely as a change. And geopolitics, the focus of all the following 
chapters and that which the concerned scientists want to avoid, is the collec-
tively practiced art and science of that vio lence against other forms of life.

In fact, it is this very geopolitics— nation- states making decisions and 
wielding power at a global scale— that the scientists want to steer away from 
war  toward saving the planet, which is not premised at some foundational 
level on a general princi ple of order or the good. Geopolitics is, at its most 
fundamental level, a husbandry of global life in which thriving is intimately 
connected to the par tic u lar form of life and the par tic u lar lifeworld through 
which one becomes who one is. Geopolitics is structured to be selective, and 
to ensure that selectivity by lethal force.

Therefore, to oppose survival to the pursuit of war as a global question 
for a global audience (as if that audience  were empowered or even capable of 
issuing a global answer) displays a per sis tent and willful naïveté of how the 
global was made in the first place. The geopo liti cal proj ect of planet Earth is 
a violent pursuit of a form of life at the cost of  others— full stop. However, 
at the same time, with an often zero- sum game over form of life at its cen-
ter, global war— the presumed opposite of  human survival—is not primar-
ily about direct killing. Instead, the vio lence of geopolitics is an ecological 
princi ple of world making that renders some forms of life princi ple and other 
forms of life useful or inconsequential. Emmanuel Levinas is quite helpful 
on this point. In his investigation of the antinomy between philosophy and 
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war, Levinas came to understand the vio lence of geopolitics and its pursuit 
of global war to be less a direct material force and more an orga nizational 
princi ple of coercive steering and depriving: “Vio lence does not consist so 
much in injuring and annihilating persons as in interrupting their continu-
ity, making them play roles in which they no longer recognize themselves, 
making them betray not only commitments but their own substance, making 
them carry out action that  will destroy  every possibility for action.”7

The attack on the conditions of life and its formation as a form of life es-
tablishes more than a trade-off between the material costs of warfare and the 
pursuit of the Union of Scientists for planetwide and environmentally sus-
tainable economic and sexual equality. Geopolitics, enacted through global 
war, is itself a form of life that pursues a savage ecol ogy, radically antagonistic 
to survival as a collective rather than discriminatory goal. Geopolitics, as 
the orga nizational matrix of global war, has as its  enemy the very pursuit of 
what the scientists see as a commonsense, pragmatically just planet. There-
fore, the line between extreme  human misery and just transformation is not 
practically or impractically out of reach  because of a lack of  will or misuse of 
resources. For the majority of the planet, the failure to ensure survival is not 
about an oversight or bad financial management. Instead, the line between 
misery and something  else is heavi ly policed and enforced with every thing, 
from odious international debt to hellfire missiles.

Alfred North Whitehead says  every science belies a metaphysics, or 
something we could call more broadly a cosmology.8 The science in ques-
tion for Savage Ecol ogy is the Euro- American science of geopolitics. I want 
to understand the cosmology of geopolitics. Thus, this book is an effort to 
understand how a par tic u lar formation of global war, as the slow accretion 
of a form of life, came to be a dominant form of life cosmologically at odds 
with the idea of collective thriving. This geopo liti cal form of life is so caustic, 
it calls into question if  there has ever been anything as universal as a  human 
species to be threatened, much less saved.9

Geopolitics or Savage Ecol ogy
The Anthropocene, the reframing of the Earth in the image of industrial modernity,   

will be short- lived, a geopo liti cal instant more than a slow geological era. 
— benjamin h. bratton, Dispute Plan to Prevent  Future Luxury Constitution

Of the vari ous “cenes” of late trying to name what has caused catastrophes 
at a global scale, no one diagnosis can quite win out. Racism, sexism, settler 
colonialism, ableism, heteronormativity, speciesism, classism, and technolo-
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gism are all real forces in the world, and a compelling case for all of them has 
been made to diagnose the crisis we face. However, each case falters as it tries 
to close the last loop of its argument such that each of the other forces is 
somehow subordinate to this explanation. Rather than pick a side or stake 
out new ground on the intersectional axes of destruction, I have opted to 
contribute to how we understand the state of affairs and the historical condi-
tions that made this state of affairs pos si ble— that is, the means and the ends 
of our destruction. The motivations  behind the state of affairs or master logic 
in the basement of all  things is beyond the scope of this book. I remain inter-
ested but agnostic as to what inspires the  will to catastrophe. I am less am-
bivalent about the how of the situation. Geopolitics as a European- led global 
proj ect of rendering, in the way that fat is rendered into soap, or students are 
rendered pliable and obedient subjects, is the driver of our epoch and the ob-
stacle to any other version of our world,  whether plural or differently unified.

This book is an attempt to make a certain kind of ecological sense out 
of five hundred years of geopolitics and its warlike means.  Here I develop a 
martial genealogy for what I am calling the Eurocene. In this story of devel-
opment and expansion, geopolitics is not a cause per se, but it is a means that 
has been elevated and refined into a virtue. It is a means that has become its 
own ends.  Because geopolitics is now a virtue, it succeeds and fails without 
much consideration for  whether it should be abandoned.  Those who benefit 
most from geopolitics shift slightly from time to time— a  little more inter-
nationalism or a  little more unilateralism and back again. The consequences 
of a geopo liti cal form of life vary from settler colonial genocide to environ-
mental massacre to strategic interventions into the very rhythms and synap-
tic terrains of individual  human bodies. Yet at each interval of deformation, 
destruction, failure, renewal, reentry, and invasion, geopolitics persists as the 
primary operating system of planetary life.

In chapter  1, “The Anthropocene as a Geopo liti cal Fact,” I follow the 
strange path of Paul Crutzen from his interest in the ozone layer to nuclear 
winter to climate change to becoming the foremost advocate of the Anthro-
pocene. While Crutzen’s early work on the ozone layer and nuclear winter 
put geopolitics front and center in his scientific analy sis, he takes a postpo-
liti cal turn  after the Cold War by framing climate change as a prob lem for 
humanity. In addition to the ways Crutzen’s universalist appeal erases the 
very uneven responsibility for climate damage, the newly depoliticized cat-
egory of humanity quickly became a justification for  great powers to take the 
lead in geoengineering the planet despite the significant risks for subtropical 
and tropical inhabitants. In some sense, geopolitics was only a prob lem for 
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Crutzen when it threatened the metropoles of the Northern Hemi sphere. 
Now relieved of the possibility of nuclear war between the U.S. and the 
USSR, power politics is seen as benign, and even transformative. In chap-
ter 7, I return to how this elision of geopolitics informs renewed hope for 
the future- oriented industrial ecol ogy advocated by Stewart Brand and other 
ecomodernists.

Moving from the global scale of geopolitics to the hard, martial  labor of 
implementing the geopo liti cal order, chapter 2, “War as a Form of Life,” zeros 
in on the making of geopo liti cal bodies and the kinds of corporeal rhythms 
that inhabit the zones of war and peace in the Eurocene. I ask the question of 
what it would mean to consider warfare as a form of life, that is, an ordinary 
practice for many  people rather than the ways we often characterize war as 
an anomalous or rare event that suddenly breaks out. Turning to Maurice 
Merleau- Ponty’s phenomenological account of the body, and Erin Manning’s 
work on dance, I try to theorize what kind of body a  human body must be if 
the extremity of war can become normal. Considering warfare as an embod-
ied becoming rather than an abnormal break, I hope, draws our attention to 
how geopo liti cal  orders are written into the very musculature of our bodies, 
practices, and communities.

In chapter 3, “From Exhaustion to Annihilation: A Martial Ecol ogy of the 
Eurocene,” I historicize the martial practices of bodies in the ways war spe-
ciates into wars of exhaustion, which are primarily reserved for Eu ro pean 
“peers,” and wars of annihilation, which are practiced in settler colonies. Pur-
suing an ecological approach that looks for relations, heterogeneous actors, 
 things, technics, racializations, territorializations, and practices, the chapter 
explores how the environment itself—an ecological approach to “New World” 
ecologies— informed practices of annihilation beginning with the earliest 
settlement practices in New Spain through to the American war in the Phil-
ippines and con temporary practices of counterinsurgency.

In the second part of the book, “Operational Spaces,” I take up three diff er-
ent ways that homogenization and war have been operationalized in diff er ent 
ecological  orders. Chapter 4, “Bombs: An Insurgency of  Things,” is a case 
study on the relationality of improvised explosive devices (ieds) and the de-
cisive role ieds played in the U.S. post– September 11 wars in Af ghan i stan 
and Iraq. I explore how  these variable failures and reinventions played out 
in the nonhuman character of war through an exploration of the undead war 
trash of improvised explosive devices. In chapter 5, “Blood: Vital Logistics,” 
the difficult and often contradictory tug-of-war between the meta phors and 
materialities of blood and race takes center stage through a circuitous his-
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tory of blood transfusions and their regulation during World War II in the 
United States, UK, France, and Germany and the ways  those policies inform 
the complexity of enmity and blood use for the U.S. in the global war on 
terrorism. In chapter 6, “Brains: We Are Not Who We Are,” the brain itself 
becomes a po liti cal terrain. The Eurocene, as a neuro- geopolitics, is obsessed 
with hacking the brain as a new frontier of ecological and martial control. 
The chapter concludes with a series of questions about  whether attempts 
to weaponize the brain undermine the condition of possibility for agency 
and freedom. The drive for security and control in the Eurocene comes to 
devalue the very foundations of autonomy and self- possessed rationality that 
enlivened the geopo liti cal drive for homogenization. In chapters 4, 5, and 6, 
Savage Ecol ogy is a story about the aspiration for total control, not control’s 
total victory.

In chapter 7, “Three Images of Transformation as Homogenization,” the 
book moves from the historical making of the Eurocene to its  imagined 
 futures.  Here I focus on three particularly popu lar  futures espoused as alter-
natives to the current global catastrophe. Specifically, ecomodernist, Marx-
ist, and U.S. militarist  futures all bear the marks of the Eurocene’s taste for 
incorporation and vio lence. While hoping for transformation, each  future 
remains committed to a proj ect of homogenization at the expense of  human 
animal and nonhuman animal forms of life that are aversive to the smooth 
transformations each proj ect envisions.

Despite the global scope of homogenization as a geopo liti cal proj ect, the 
habitats and ecosystems of the planet still vary by species, by climate, by 
terrain, and by form of life. I do not want to overstate the success of geo-
politics in achieving its dream of a flat planet. However, I also do not want 
to obscure the increasing intensity and danger, that is, the difference of the 
con temporary moment of geopolitics. The point of the first two parts is not 
to, in some sense, declare the kind of “end of history” of the Eurocene or 
the inevitability that homogenization  will prevail. Instead, I want to make 
as apparent as pos si ble that on  every continent— and even the outer reaches 
of the planet’s atmosphere— the technics and waste of geopolitics connect 
 every space to  every other space,  whether by satellite feed, radioactive iso-
tope, aircraft carrier, unexploded ordinance, sexual trauma, or tragic absence 
of forced removal. The global network of open wounds, bruises, and scar 
tissue that runs over the surface of the planet, through its  water  table and 
abandoned mine shafts that sprawl out on the vast ocean floor, exceeds the 
migratory and circulation patterns of any other species or even  family of 
species. Five hundred years of geopolitics has built a global savage ecol ogy. 
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At the half-millennium of the geopo liti cal epoch, terms like biopolitics seem 
almost quaint. Life, much less  human life, is at best a small sliver of the vast 
infrastructure of geopolitics. Coastlines, rivers, gravitational fields, and the 
atmosphere are ele ments that have been altered in addition to  whole popula-
tions and individual bodies. The scale of  these alterations is not recent. The 
decimations of continent- wide populations and global temperatures have 
been in the fabric of geopolitics since its beginnings.

If  there is a difference that the con temporary makes, it is that the sub-
stance and means of action for change are converging into one substrate for 
life. Félix Guattari described the world  after the cybernetic drive to become 
the final and total science of all  things as a postmedia age.10 More than the 
convergence of audio, visual, and data communication described by Fried-
rich Kittler, Guattari saw Earth itself, along with  human consciousness and 
desire, as converging media. A proliferation of what can be altered is si mul ta-
neously paralleled in a flattening of  those differences in communication and 
substance into informatics such that every thing becomes at some level plastic 
in the same way. The sciences of brain plasticity, species plasticity, the plasticity 
of  matter, and the plasticity of the atmosphere are all native to the same his-
torical moment, and understand mea sure ment and change in the same way 
ontologically. Catherine Malabou’s question, “What should we do with our 
brain?,” is now extended to “What should we do with the planet?”11 The focus 
on the brain and plasticity as a more general way of thinking about  matter 
as plastic connects the recounting of the past as it is engaged in the first two 
parts of the book to the vision of the fully plastic  future. This  future, I argue 
in chapter 7, is envisioned by forces of industrial liberalism, left and right ac-
celerationism, and the U.S. Department of Defense.

The twentieth  century  will be remembered as the moment cybernetics 
truly made  humans conscious of themselves and their environment. How-
ever, the twenty- first  century  will be the moment that  humans became ca-
pable of acting on the pro cesses of that consciousness. The likelihood that 
this consciousness or  these capabilities  will serve the new ethic aspired 
to by the Alliance of Global Scientists seems slim. The postmedia era di-
agnosed by Guattari looks to be  every bit as geopo liti cal as the eras that 
preceded it. The benefactors of the world’s greatest minds searching for 
breakthroughs in neuroscience, artificial intelligence (ai), space explora-
tion, and even climate engineering are primarily the martial divisions of 
the world’s governments.

The point of saturation has taken on the feel of an end of history; how-
ever, it is not an end. It is something  else. The something  else is the theme of 
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the last part of the book. In this final part, “Must We Persist to Continue?,” 
I describe what I see as the possibility for forms of life other than war and 
homogenization. Chapter 8, “Apocalypse as a Theory of Change,” details an 
affirmative theory of catastrophe and turbulence. The question of apocalypse 
for whom is thought in parallel with the disruptive and often violent history 
of geological change. The hope  here is not to romanticize Earth’s history of 
mass extinctions but rather to displace the sociocentrism that, in equal parts, 
ignores the destructive geological power of the planet and the annihilations 
unleashed on  human timescales by very par tic u lar  humans. Geological and 
 human history are punctuated and mutated by  these events. Rather than see-
ing apocalypses as inevitable, I read them as transformations or bifurcation 
points where other ways of life become pos si ble.

As a kind of warning against  those who would respond to the terror of 
apocalypses and change with a conservative humanism, the main target of 
chapter 9, “Freaks, or the Incipience of Other Forms of Life,” is Jürgen Haber-
mas and  others who fall into a tendency of somatic fundamentalism. I argue 
that instead of trying to preserve a romantic view of what the  human was, 
we need an agonistic re spect and attentiveness for the emergence of freaks, 
or what we and other lifeforms could become. Rather than fear ai, posthu-
mans, or other emergent forms of life, we should embrace the differentiation 
of life as preferable to the goals of a recalcitrant humanism or homogenous 
singularity.

In the book’s conclusion, “Ratio feritas: From Critical Responsiveness to 
Making New Forms of Life,” I take the idea of speciation and change further 
into something like a virtue, or what I call feral reason. It offers the  possibility 
of other  futures oriented  toward creativity and adventure rather than con-
servation and technological homogenization. In this part, I take apocalypse 
as a fact but the  future as unwritten. To temper the temptation that the 
 future is open to  free play, or that any par tic u lar grouping of  humans truly 
possesses the determinative agency to make a  future, I put forward my best 
effort to sketch the probable world if it continues along the same sadistic 
lines of Eurocene geopolitics. In the postvision, which I am calling “The End,” 
I try to imagine the United States of Amer i ca in the year 2061 if the “ great 
homogenization” continues unabated. The landscape of the story combines 
the ecological concerns of the book with an emphasis on militarization and 
the security politics of our con temporary moment.
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An Attempt at Method

Savage Ecol ogy is a speculative theory for an ecological approach to global 
politics. By ecological, I mean a form of analy sis characterized by inhuman 
encounters and deep relational pro cesses across geo graph i cal scales rather 
than a form of po liti cal thinking that relies on discreteness, causality, and 
an exceptional notion of  human agency. Hence an ecological approach does 
not center principally on the environment, what in international relations 
is called environmental security; nor does it limit global politics to states, 
international organ izations, social movements, or even  humans. Instead, I 
take ecol ogy to mean that all  things that make a difference in the vast land-
scape of geopolitics  ought to be included in the geopo liti cal considerations 
of con temporary life. The book is populated with Neanderthals, improvised 
explosive devices, revolutions, brains, dead soldiers, beavers, ideologies, mu-
tants, artificial intelligences, drones, states, and the occasional zombie. The 
research ranges from sixteenth- century counterinsurgency training manuals 
to leaked internal Department of Defense reports to the speculative  futures 
of mad scientists like José Delgado.  There is no one archive or object of in-
quiry. For me, all  these  things and more take part in the catastrophe that 
many have termed the Anthropocene.

Savage Ecol ogy is also a martial theory of the Anthropocene. Throughout 
the book I take the idea that we are in a planetary epoch in which the An-
thropos is capable of making a “cene” quite seriously. The Anthropocene as a 
philosophical and po liti cal crisis has been too quick to forget the geopo liti cal 
arrangements of power and vio lence that have brought us to this point. Not 
all of “us” have played an equal part in the making of  either the Anthropos 
or the Anthropocene. In part, the often narrow focus on climate change and 
the fever pitch of crisis abets the erasure of the U.S.’s role in building and 
maintaining the current world order. This argument amounts to: “now that 
every thing is broken it is every one’s prob lem so pointing fin gers just gets 
in the way of a solution.” Even critical and posthumanist approaches often 
lose sight of the role of hegemony and power. This is, in part,  because of the 
efforts of  those lines of thought to decenter the  human as the sole locus of 
thinking and action. I am committed to relaxing the focus on  human actors 
in pro cesses of global change; however, I think we can decenter the  human 
without letting go of the very specifically  human and often national assem-
blages that broke this planet.

While  there is no global history of industrialized war, capitalism, and eco-
logical destruction, the politics of homogenization as an elite- driven Euro- 
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American geopolitics of industrialized war and capitalism made ecocide that 
is now a global historical fact. To put it simply, our shared experience of 
planetary life has a definitively parochial beginning and pre sent. No anthro-
pogenic, planetary- scale threat faced  today—be it nuclear weapons, plastic, 
climate change, or global war— originated outside the Euro- American cir cuit 
of expansion, extractivism, and settlement. As Sylvia Wynter has stated, “we 
must now collectively undertake a rewriting of knowledge as we know it . . .  
 because the West did change the world, totally.”12 To do this means exiting 
the Anthropocene as an idea, and collectively— even if not equally— exiting 
the Eurocene as a failed epoch. I think we should relish Wynter’s invitation 
to consider other “genres of the  human.”13 She explains she  will not miss the 
Anthropos  because, among so many  others, she was never considered  human 
to begin with. We should affirm her lack of nostalgia for the  human. To invent 
a new species is the task that must be undertaken before  there can be a “we,” 
an “our,” or a “cene” that is more than a requiem for the end.

Unfortunately, for  those who want definitive answers,  there is no theory 
provided in this book that puts every thing in its right place, predicts the 
outcome of the next presidential election, or can save us from the now inevi-
table collapse and reor ga ni za tion of planetary life. Instead, Savage Ecol ogy 
is a speculative reflection on the depths, nay, fathoms of shit we are in as a 
community of species. I am certainly not alone in wanting to open up to the 
sheer magnitude of what confronts the planet. And yet I want to do so with-
out losing sight of the real differences in politics, geography, history, mean-
ing, and cosmology that modulate how each one of us  will confront the end 
of this epoch. In so  doing, I hope to emphasize a refrain throughout the book 
that the end of the world is never the end of every thing. An apocalypse is 
always more and less than an extinction, and what ever makes a life out of the 
mess we are currently in  will depend in some ways on how we come to un-
derstand the con temporary condition. Ideas  matter even if they cannot save 
us. Stories, explanations, and philosophical adventures are, in my estimation, 
the best of what the  human estate has to offer. No  matter how desperate 
 things get, someone  will still ask why this is happening, and we  will share 
in that question the possibility of thinking together. As Bill Connolly often 
says, “we are not unique; we are merely distinctive,” and that distinctiveness 
is connected to a sense of won der— even when it is a dark won der.14 I want 
to connect this sense of won der to a plea for a feral reason. This is a renewed 
sense of adventure and creativity in pursuit only of itself. Feral is not a way 
out of all this but rather a way through.
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How to Do Stuff with  Things
To specify what I mean by nonknowledge: that which results from  every proposition  

when we are looking to go to the fundamental depths of its content, and which  
makes us uneasy.— georges bataille, The Unfinished System of Nonknowledge

We need less by way of context and more by way of concept.  
— eduardo viveiros de castro

Something in the world makes us think. How could it be any other way? If 
thought was its own cause, consciousness that is consonant with the world 
would be impossible. We live in a world of per sis tent provocations, and our 
thinking is at its best when it is along for the  ride without trying to steer the 
course of events. Following Steven Shaviro:

 Things encounter one another aesthetically and not just cognitively or 
practically. I always feel more of a  thing than I actually know of it, and I 
feel it other wise than I know it. To the extent that I do know an object, 
I am able to put it to use, to enumerate its qualities, to break it down 
into its constituent parts, and to trace the  causes that have determined 
it. But feeling an object involves something  else as well. I feel a  thing 
when it affects me or changes me, and what affects me is not just cer-
tain qualities of the  thing but its total and irreducible existence.15

This is another way of saying that all the  things of the world should set the 
agenda for research, as opposed to our anthropocentric image of the world.

If a research agenda is driven by one’s presumption of that which is to 
be studied, then we already find ourselves lost in our imposed telos of the re-
search rather than the object of that research. Take, for instance, the major 
studies of nuclear weapons. The presumed purpose of a nuclear weapon is to 
function, to deter, to launch on command, or even to launch on warning. We 
have many fine studies of how the nuclear arsenal is supposed to work, or more 
specifically, how we desire it to work. We have theories of nuclear decision- 
making, game theories of nuclear war fighting, psychological theories, and 
orga nizational theories.  These studies, from John Steinbruner’s The Cybernetic 
Theory of Decision to Managing Nuclear Operations, are excellent analyses of 
hy po thet i cal arsenals in coordination with  either definitive  human events such 
as the Cuban missile crisis or equally hy po thet i cal scenarios of nuclear war 
fighting that “double- click” entirely over the  actual pro cess by which six thou-
sand or so weapons get deployed, targeted, launched, and detonated.16

The virtue of encounter as the driving force of thought is that it compels 
us to understand how  little we actually describe, much less comprehend, 
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what nuclear weapons, as an assemblage, actually do— that is, not what we 
would like to do with them but what they are. Delivery vehicles leak cool-
ant, operators lose their minds, code command systems malfunction, and 
early warning systems misread solar flares, weather balloons, and even geese. 
Warheads get left armed and flown over “friendly territory.”17 Parts work, 
break down, and produce algorithmic anomalies. Yet how many  great works 
of security studies or international relations are  there on the history of ac-
cidents, near misses, orga nizational confusion, and failed tests? The field has 
not yet produced a Graham Allison for the arsenal, only a Graham Allison 
for the presidential decision.

The practical impediment of anthropocentrism— organ izing thinking 
around our projection of the world rather than encountering the world as it 
is— for good research is how  little of the world of geopolitics we spend time 
thinking about. The vast real ity of nuclear weapons finds almost no place in 
research about nuclear weapons. Despite the occasional consideration of a 
nuclear accident or an accidental nuclear war, real scholarship on the con-
tinent and even planetary- sized assemblages of computers, soldiers, techni-
cians, enriched heavy metals, virtual monitoring and testing, trucks, railways, 
engineers, under ground villages, hollowed mountains, theories of nuclear 
physics, chain of command, fear, regret, and guilt find almost no place in the 
theories of international relations. Yet all of it is waiting for us on road trips, 
with  every network dependent on daily ritual, in uranium tailings in Native 
American reservations and in the cancerous growths of loved ones.18

To start with the encounter rather than the application of human- 
determined purpose directs the researcher to be attentive to how the  whole 
world can be studied rather than picking and choosing the pro cesses that 
conform to a desired research agenda. I explore what this might look like as a 
general approach to warfare in chapters 2 and 3, and then in the second part 
of the book I take on improvised explosive devices, blood, and brains as three 
specific knots in the filaments of martial ecologies.

Relational Thinking (An Ecol ogy of  Things)

The discreteness of objects and actors is a useful but often distracting fic-
tion. If what we want to think through is the prob lem of geopolitics, then to 
atomize sectors, objects, and agents of geopolitics  will defeat the systemic 
character of change, be hav ior, and the emergence of both. By systemic I do not 
mean structural in the sense of being mechanistic. An ecological approach to 
security expects a world of highly distributed and complex agencies. Co ali tions 
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of agents maintain consistency and contribute to the upheavals that defy the 
order from which an upheaval emerged. Thus I do not think that ecol ogy is a 
meta phor for analyzing the world. Instead, relational thinking accretes from 
empirical scrutiny. Unfortunately, relational thinking is messy  because, as 
John Law says, real ity is a mess.19 The distributed and connective character of 
change can make  things like case se lection and variable choice seem arbitrary.

 Those who are compelled to pursue positivist analyses of politics via quan-
titative methods are not likely to find this insight about the world helpful. 
However, much  will be lost to the possibility of analy sis if we continue to iso-
late causally significant variables, or indivisible clusters of variables, from our 
work. One can, for instance, see how much time has been lost in investigat-
ing the relationship between climate change and instability. Thomas Homer- 
Dixon’s Environmental Scarcity and Global Security was largely ignored by 
mainstream international relations theory  because of the methodo logical 
prob lems of studying ecological systems in the context of national security 
crises. Yet who would argue now, more than twenty years  later, that we should 
not have prioritized climate change as a major  factor in geopolitics?

So how does one study complex systems rigorously if they, by definition, 
exceed the mathematical pro cessing powers of our best computer- based 
tools or the accepted methodologies of the field? I think the answer lies in 
the rigor and insightfulness of so- called softer approaches. Concept cre-
ation when combined with historical analy sis and field research can produce 
scholarship that is insightful beyond our ability to “prove” that it is insight-
ful.  Here, I seek to follow Eduardo Viveiros de Castro when he says that “we 
need a new theory of theory: a generalized theory of theory, one enabling 
us to think of theoretical activity in radical continuity with practice, that is, 
as an immanent or constitutive (as opposed to purely regulative) dimension 
of the intellect embodied in action.”20 This does not mean that quantitative 
analytic tools or computer- assisted modeling cannot be a vital part of critical 
work— quite the contrary. Climate modeling, for instance, allows research-
ers to experience scales of time and space that individual embodied  humans 
cannot. Oral traditions similarly compress and extend time across lifetimes 
but are too often dismissed  because of their nonmodern means of informatic 
storage and retrieval.21 Computers, like archives and books, are vital pros-
thetics in research. They allow us to encounter  things in ways that extend our 
experience beyond ourselves and our native sensory capabilities.

The pack of critical approaches I enjoy traveling with takes issue with the 
idea that data or modeled outcomes somehow speak for themselves. Rather, 
data in all forms— from ideas to calculations— are objects of encounter. Data 
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compel us to think but cannot compel us to know. Georges Bataille aptly calls 
this category of research nonknowledge, “an understanding . . .  that borders 
on knowledge.”22 Data do not transmit information; rather, data provokes 
further thinking and therefore are not determinative. What modeling, field 
research, reading, and watching films can do is create the conditions of pos-
sibility for encounters not of our own making.

The relational nature of change and emergence means that we must cul-
tivate an attentiveness that might find the most in ter est ing research agenda 
during a routine check at the airport, or in the repeated failure of your car’s 
gps near military facilities. The value or rigor of a relational approach that 
emphasizes the fecundity of encounters is that it marginalizes the capacity 
of the investigator in  favor of the world she investigates. In this sense, un-
dermining anthropocentrism is not just an ethical practice. It also provides 
a necessary check on observation bias that imposes a telos on the  people, 
 things, and systems we encounter, which is a way to pursue the terrifying 
success and failures of technological interventions into global order. All 
technical apparatuses from the muskets in chapter 3 to geoengineering dis-
cussed in chapter 7 make a difference, but they rarely make the difference 
that was promised before they  were deployed.

Speculation (Scholarship Requires Intervention, Not Proof)

Despite the baggage of international relations, an encounter or empirically 
driven ecological approach should not need a more sophisticated name than 
realism. However, to say that  things are real does not mean that  things are 
self- evident or easily accessible. It is unfortunate that, for many scholars, 
 things have been reduced to an inert category of rump  matter.  Things are 
material and they are creative.  Things of all kinds possess a quality of plas-
ticity in that they have the capacity to form and be formed. Such formative 
attributes are variable among diff er ent  things but importantly are not re-
stricted to language, meaning, or the brain. The constructivist insight about 
the variability and formative character of the social world should be affirmed 
but without the unnecessary modifier “social.” Rather, we can pursue a specu-
lative description of the construction or pro cess of every thing. I do not think 
such an approach is per se foreign to international relations. For instance, 
discourse analy sis is a pro cess philosophy of sorts, but it is too restricted in 
what it  will consider as the constitutive material of meaning. Some  will argue 
this is  because the discursive world is already complex enough. Some  will 
argue that we privilege the discursive  because we have privileged access to 
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the world of “our” making. The prob lem is that such a position often reifies the 
belief that the world is of our making.

Rather than dismiss attempts at bridging the gap between our world and 
the world at large as scientism, we can speculate about the creative con-
junction of diff er ent and differing  things,  human and other wise. It is unfortunate 
that the word speculation is much derided in the social sciences. Often to 
speculate is synonymous with guessing. Following Alfred North Whitehead, 
I think we should recuperate speculation as the pro cess by which we rigor-
ously intervene in a world that is neither law- driven nor fully accessible to 
our senses but does resemble what Whitehead called a “doctrine of neces-
sity.”23 In chapter 2, I try to develop an ecological approach to war that can 
bridge the gap between speculative investigation of the systems of war and 
the material practices of the body that make  those abstractions concrete. 
Chapter 2 is an intervention into the prob lem of what war is but it is not a 
hypothesis about war. Hypothesis testing of vari ous sorts might make sense 
in a steady- state world where the capacity to test could be up to the task of 
capturing the system being tested. And discourse analy sis alone would make 
sense if the world  were fully withdrawn, or if it  were pre sent but meaning-
lessly inert. However,  there are good reasons to believe that neither is the 
case. Meaningfulness is a construction, but we are not the purveyors of its 
constructions. Without the blueprints, we have to creatively speculate about 
the conjunction of heterogeneous actors.

Can Realism Be Critical?

The question often posed, particularly by Marxists, is, What is critical about 
all of this? Well, it is a plea for a realism whose  enemy is common sense. I 
think we actually have to work quite hard not to be critical. The world insists 
on its complexity and defies the parsimonious theories we impose on it with 
such regularity that I do not think the prob lem is actually how to be critical. 
The prob lem is the habits and routines that inure us to the provocations all 
around to think differently or other wise than we do.

Such a view of criticism is likely unsatisfactory for  those who hope that 
being critical is synonymous with being normative. For that, I can only offer 
my condolences, as I do not believe any argument or sufficiently elegant crit-
ical theory  will deliver to us the ontology we want or think we deserve. Un-
fortunately, God is very dead, and so if you had hopes that the inner truth of 
the universe was  going to be coincidental with the good, you are out of luck. 
Ta- Nehisi Coates’s letter to his son captures this better than I can: “Strug gle 
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is all we have  because the god of history is an atheist, and nothing about his 
world is meant to be. So you must wake up  every morning knowing that no 
promise is unbreakable, least of all the promise of waking up at all. This is not 
despair.  These are the preferences of the universe itself: verbs over nouns, 
actions over states, strug gle over hope. . . .  You have to make your peace with 
the chaos, but you cannot lie.”24

Thus the continual theological superstition that imbues criticality with 
redemption or pro gress is, for me, a dead end. If the horrors of geopolitics 
are not sufficient to persuade you that  there is no providential  future for 
humanity, then no argument or evidence can. Instead, what we have is every-
thing around us, and it is sufficiently creative and weird all by itself. It is also 
necessary to the task of undermining the petty provincialism that animates 
geopolitics and a narrow view of humanity. Certainly we can strug gle to in-
tervene in  those arrangements that are disgusting to our sense of good. Any 
intervention that is not allied with the world, which is the condition of pos-
sibility of sensation and intervention in the first place,  will likely fail all the 
more catastrophically. We can, I think, have a bias for strug gle over nihilism, 
but ultimately realism, or the world, is the greatest  enemy against the vio-
lence of common sense.

We Need Genre to Be Realists  Because  
Real ity Lacks Verisimilitude

Please do not  mistake my love of ideas for an escapist retreat into idealism. 
Quite the contrary: I think the task of theorizing is to invent modes of expe-
riencing the world, even if the route is a circuitous journey that does not lead 
from fiction to nonfiction but instead from truth to falsity. Fiction in our age 
of continuous- real- time- captured- by- iPhone news updates is so much more 
frequently true. The world is real but not easily apparent.  There is a world 
as such but no way of encountering it that is not, as Stanley Cavell says, an 
interpretation. All encounters are a sensuous pro cess of  labor with the world 
and not before the world or  after it. Therefore, the fight to see, think, and feel 
 things as they are requires an affirmative sense of genre; cnn is a genre, se-
curity reports are a genre, terror alert levels are a genre, and Chomsky- esque 
truth- telling is a genre, although all of  these we are inured to or primed for 
as a common sense of real ity.25 Sometimes we need wilder genres like horror 
or sci-fi or speculation so that we have the capability to see past what Rudy 
Rucker calls “consensus real ity” into the weird worlds of brain implant ex-
periments, detailed in chapter 6, that have been  going on since the 1960s or 
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the emerging freaks of science— explored in chapter 9— that could, if we pay 
attention, challenge our restrictive normative bound aries of the  human.26

I take inspiration in Sayak Valencia’s work on gore or splatter cinema as 
an analytic category for con temporary capitalism to expand the attention 
of empiricism to include the gore of the real world.27 Like Valencia finds in 
the genre of gore, the practices of torture, disappearing, and spectacular 
vio lence that suture together the po liti cal economy of bodies in the bor-
der region between Mexico and the United States are no longer exceptional 
events but increasingly global practices. The choice of genre is not haphazard. 
Valencia further distinguishes the sadistic erotics of snuff from the specific 
necro- practices of gore, which produce spectacular forms of extra- state narco 
vio lence, the smooth flow of goods and  labor necessary for globalization, 
and the per sis tence of state sovereign vio lence all in one stroke.28 For Valen-
cia, the genre of gore as opposed to other genres of horror and snuff captures 
 these “pro cesses of doubling” and invisibility that characterize the narco- state- 
capital- death- body machine.29 Like horror and science fiction more generally, 
Valencia, like Rucker, describes the “irreal” character of social relations and 
their reproduction correspondingly requiring a contrarealist genre to make 
vis i ble what is meant to be ignored or normalized.

Rucker and Valencia practice a kind of transrealism as an art form that 
“deal[s] with the world the way it actually is”30  because mere description is 
insufficient to pierce the veil of consensus real ity. The endurance of consen-
sus real ity as a genre of naïve realism is indebted to an aesthetic but also a 
corresponding anesthetic that foregrounds a “common sense” in place of an 
openness to experience of what has not previously been experienced.31 Con-
sensus or commonsense real ity shields us from a world that would other wise 
be too real, creating a feeling of the irreal. According to Rucker, as long as 
the eve ning news feels real, the consensus can continue despite unbelievable 
contradictions. This is a fact tested well beyond what I thought was darkly 
pos si ble by the first year of the Donald Trump presidency. As a collective— 
what Félix Guattari called a machinic unconscious—we tune in and tune 
out si mul ta neously.32 Valencia similarly highlights the degree to which gore 
capitalism can engage in  labor practices and new forms of vio lence markedly 
dystopian by any public consensus of a moral life without somehow calling 
into question the state or globalization.33 Even catastrophic material con-
tradictions fail to create a legitimacy crisis, and frequently outright fictions 
mobilize  whole nations.  There is no better proof of this than the public con-
sensus aided and abetted by thousands of scholars that the greatest threat to 
humanity is a handful of  people called terrorists. Without  these new genre- 
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inspired tools for investigation, how  else do you make sense of autonomous 
killer robots and the savage biopolitics of conquistadors, and equally find 
inspiration in Go- playing ai platforms and nearly annihilated cosmologies 
resurging against any “realistic” odds?

How do we get from horror to critique? Rucker recommends that we can 
“turn off the tv (or now ubiquitous internet), eat something, and go for a 
walk, with infinitely many thoughts and perceptions mingling with infinitely 
many inputs.”34 Furthermore, artists of all sorts, scholars included, can re-
fuse to allow this “severely  limited and reactionary mode condition all of our 
writing.”35 We can instead employ the tricks of other aesthetic genres and 
conceptual speculation to expand the sensory capabilities to see the world 
beyond consensus real ity. In this sense, theory can be a kind of dark magic, a 
destroyer of worlds, an art of sensual experience. We can craft concepts like 
spells. We can conjure ideas from the virtual in hopes of altering the experi-
ence of real ity. What comes  after that is beyond our control.

To this end, what if the primary goal of studying global politics was not to 
explain  things like laws, rules, and predictions but was rather to broaden how 
much of the world we could experience and be part of? What if international 
relations was an empiricism infused with what Cavell calls imagination, such 
that we can “take the facts in, realize the significance of what is  going on, 
make the be hav ior real for [ourselves], make a connection”?36 Cavell says this 
pro cess of imagination is what Wittgenstein called “interpretation” or “see-
ing something as something.”37 The failure to see so many  things and  others 
as “something” is a plague of much greater significance than any research 
prob lem that can be saved by the next methodological breakthrough. And 
the “seeing something as something” prob lem is as equally unlikely to be 
solved by any scientific breakthrough, in the narrow sense. Instead we have 
to find tactics for making sense of “what is fantastic in our ordinary lives.”38

Of Mood and Method: Pessimism, Failure,  
and International Relations

Of course it is hard for us to think that we are becoming completely  
wretched! And yet . . .— georges bataille

 We’re doomed.— eugene thacker

 Because I wanted this book to inspire curiosity beyond the bound aries of in-
ternational relations ( ir), I considered ignoring the field altogether, remov-
ing all mentions of ir or ir theory. However, upon closer reflection, I have 
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de cided to keep  these references as I think they are relevant for  those outside 
the discipline and for  those who, like myself, often feel alienated within its 
disciplinary bound aries. In the former case, it is impor tant to know that, un-
like some more  humble fields, ir has always held itself to be a kind of royal 
science. Scholarship in ir, particularly in the United States, is half research, 
and half biding time  until you have the prince’s ear. The hallowed names in 
the mainstream of the field are still known  because they somehow changed 
the be hav ior of their intended clients— those being states, militaries, and 
international organ izations. Therefore, some attention to ir is necessary 
 because it has an all- too- casual relationship with institutional power that 
directly impacts the lives of real  people, and ir is all too often lethal theory.39 
As an American discipline, the po liti cal economy of the field is impossible 
without Department of Defense money, and its semiotic economy would be 
equally dwarfed without contributory figures like Woodrow Wilson, Henry 
Kissinger, and Samuel Huntington. The ubiquity of Huntington’s “clash of 
civilizations” thesis and Kissinger’s par tic u lar brand of realpolitik are unde-
niable throughout the field, as well as the world.40 Each, in their own way, has 
saturated the watchwords and nomenclature of geopolitics from an Ameri-
can perspective so thoroughly that both po liti cal parties in the United States 
fight over who gets to claim the heritage of each. Although many other fields 
such as anthropology and even comparative lit er a ture have found themselves in 
the gravitational pull of geopolitics, international relations is meant to be 
scholarship as statecraft by other means.41 That is, ir was meant to improve 
the global order and ensure the place of its guarantor, the United States of 
Amer i ca.42 Having spent the better part of a de cade listening to national se-
curity analysts and diplomats from the United States, South  Korea, Japan, 
Eu rope, China, Brazil, and Rus sia, as well as military strategists around the 
planet, I found their vocabulary and worldview strikingly homogeneous.

If this seems too general a claim, one should take a peek at John 
Mearsheimer’s essay “Benign Hegemony,” which defends the Americanness 
of the ir field.43 What is most telling in this essay is not a defense of the U.S. 
as a benign hegemonic power, which Mearsheimer has done at length else-
where. Rather, it is his vigorous defense that as a field, ir theory has done 
well by the world in setting the intellectual agenda for global challenges, and 
for creating useful theoretical approaches to addressing  those prob lems. For 
Mearsheimer, the proof that American scholarly hegemony has been benign 
is that  there is nothing impor tant that has been left out. A quick scan of the 
last ten or twenty International Studies Association conferences would sug-
gest other wise.
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That issues like rape as a weapon of war, postcolonial vio lence, global rac-
ism, and climate change are not squarely in the main of ir demonstrates 
just how benign American scholarly hegemony is not. As one prominent an-
thropologist said to me at dinner  after touring the isa conference in 2014, 
“it was surreal, like a tour through the Cold War.  People  were giving papers 
and arguing as if nothing had ever changed.”  These same provincial scholars 
aspire and succeed at filling the advisory roles of each successive American 
presidency. One cannot help but see a connection between the history of 
the ir field, and the catastrophes of U.S. foreign policy during the twentieth 
and twenty- first centuries. One could repeat the words of the anthropolo-
gist I mentioned to describe the 2016 presidential campaign debates over 
the  future of U.S. foreign policy: it is as if “nothing had ever changed.” And 
yet  these old white men still strut around the halls of Amer i ca’s “best” insti-
tutions as if they saved us from the Cold War, even as the planet crumbles 
 under the weight of their failed imperial dreams.

If international relations was meant to be the science of making the world 
something other than what it would be if we  were all left to our own worst 
devices, then it has failed monumentally. The United States is once again in 
fierce nuclear competition with Rus sia. We are no closer to any significant 
action on climate change. We have not met any of the Millennium Develop-
ment Goals determined by the United Nations on eradicating poverty. War 
and security are the most significant financial, creative, social, cultural, tech-
nological, and po liti cal investments of almost  every nation- state on Earth. 
The general intellect is a martial intellect.

Despite all this failure, pessimism does not exist in international relations, 
at least not on paper. The seething doom of our current predicament thrives 
at the conference bar and in hushed office conversations but not in our re-
search. In public, the darkness disavowed possesses and inflames the petty 
cynicisms and hatreds that are often turned outward at tired and predictable 
scapegoats.

 After the fury of three de cades of critique, most ir scholars still camp out 
 either on the hill of liberal internationalism or in the dark woods of po liti cal 
realism. Neither offers much that is new by way of answers or even explana-
tions, and each dominant school has failed to account for our current apoca-
lyptic condition. One is left wondering what it is exactly that they think they 
do. Despite the seeming opposition between the two, one idealistic about 
the  future of international order (liberals) and the other self- satisfied with 
the tragedy of cycles of war and dominance (realists), both positions are 
optimists of the positivist variety.
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For both warring parties, ir optimism is expressed through a romantic 
empiricism. For all  those who toil away looking for the next theory of in-
ternational politics, order is out  there somewhere, and dutifully recording 
real ity  will find it—or at least bring us closer to its discovery. For liberal inter-
nationalism, this  will bring the long- heralded maturity of Immanuel Kant’s 
perpetual peace. For second- order sociopaths known as offensive realists, 
crumbs of “useful strategic insight” and the endless details that amplify their 
epistemophilia for force projection and vio lence capability represent a po-
tential “advantage,” that is, the possibility to move one step forward on the 
global po liti cal board game of snakes and ladders. Still, the cynicism of ir 
always creeps back in  because the world never quite lives up to the empirical 
findings it is commanded to obey. Disappointment  here is not without rea-
son, but we cynically continue to make the same policy recommendations, 
catastrophe  after catastrophe.

I have an idea about where ir’s recent malaise comes from. I think it is a 
moment, just before the awareness of the Anthropocene,  after the Cold War 
and before September 11, when the end of every thing was only a hy po thet i cal 
prob lem for  those of a certain coddled and privileged modern form of life. 
The catastrophe of the  human predicament was that  there was no catastro-
phe, no reason, no generation- defining challenge or war. Now the fate of this 
form of life is actually imperiled, and it is too much to bear. The weird denial 
of sexism, racism, climate change, the sixth extinction, and loose nukes, all 
by a field of scholars tasked with studying geopolitics, is more than irratio-
nalism or ignorance.44 This animosity  toward real ity is a deep and corrosive 
nihilism, a denial of the world. Thus ir as a strategic field is demonstrative 
of a civilization with nothing left to do, nothing left to destroy. All that is left 
is to make meaning out of being incapable of undoing the world that Euro- 
American geopolitics created. Emo geopolitics is not pretty, but it is real. The 
letdown, the failure, the apocalypse- that- was- not fi nally arrived, and we are 
too late.

Still, the United States of Amer i ca continues to follow the advice of “the 
best and the brightest,” testing the imperial  waters, not quite ready to com-
mit out loud to empire but completely unwilling to abandon it. Stuck in be-
tween, con temporary geopolitics—as curated by the United States—is in a 
permanent beta phase. Neuro- torture, algorithmic warfare, drone strikes, 
and cybernetic nation- building are not means or ends but rather are tests. 
Can a polis be engineered? Can the  human operating system be reformatted? 
Can vio lence be modulated  until legally invisible while all the more lethal? 
Each incursion, each new actor or actant, and new terrains from brains to 
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transatlantic cables— all find themselves part of a  grand experiment to see if 
a benign or at least sustainable empire is pos si ble.  There is no seeming regard 
for the fact that each experiment directly competes with Thomas Jefferson’s 
demo cratic experiment. One won ders if freedom can even exist anywhere 
other than temporarily on the fringe of some neglected order. Is this some 
metaphysical condition of freedom, or is the world so supersaturated with 
martial  orders that the ragged edges between imperial  orders are all that we 
have left? It feels like freedom’s remains persist only in the ruins of every-
thing  else. No space is left that can be truly indifferent to the law, security, 
or economy. Such is the new life of a  human in debt. The social contract has 
been refinanced as what is owed and nothing more: politics without equity. 
Inequity without equality.

What about the impending collapse of the post– World War II order, the 
self- destruction of the United States, the rise of China and a new world 
order? If humanity lasts long enough for China to put its stamp on the 
 human apocalypse, I  will write a new introduction.  Until then, we live in 
the death rattle of Pax Americana. While I think the totality of this claim 
is true, I do not want to rule out that many of us throughout the world still 
make lives other wise. Many of us even thrive in spite of it all. And yet, no 
form of life can be made that escapes the fact that every thing can come to a 
sudden and arbitrary end thanks to the whim of an American drone opera-
tor, nuclear catastrophe, or macroeconomic manipulation like sanctions. 
 There are other ways to die and other or ga nized forms of killing outside the 
control of the United States; however, no other single apparatus can make 
every one or anyone die irrespective of citizenship or geographic location. 
For me, this is the most inescapable philosophical provocation of our mo-
ment in time.

The haphazard and seemingly limitless nature of U.S. vio lence means that 
even the core princi ples of the  great po liti cal realist concepts like order and 
national interest are being displaced by subterranean vio lence entrepreneurs 
that populate transversal battlefields, security corridors, and border zones.45 
Mercenaries, drug lords, chief executive officers, presidents, and sports 
commissioners are more alike than ever.46 Doomsayers like Paul Virilio, 
Lewis Mumford, and Martin Heidegger foretold a kind of terminal and self- 
annihilating velocity for geopolitics’ technological saturation, but even their 
lack of imagination appears optimistic. American geopolitics does not know 
totality or finality; it bleeds, mutates, and reforms. Furthermore, the peril 
of biopolitics seems now almost romantic. To make life live? Perchance to 
dream. The care and concern for life’s productivity is increasingly subsumed 
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by plasticity— forming and reforming without regard to the telos of produc-
tivity, division, or normative order.

 There are, of course, still  orders in our geoplastic age, but they are al-
most unrecognizable as such. When so many citizens and states are directly 
invested in sabotaging publicly stated strategic ends, then concepts like na-
tional interest seem equally quaint. We are witnessing creative and horrifying 
experiments in the affirmative production of  dying, which also deprive  those 
targeted and in some cases  whole populations from the relief of death. To fol-
low Rucker, I want to try to see the world for what it is. We can only say that 
tragedy is no longer a genre of geopolitics. Tragedy redeems. The occluded 
character of con temporary geopolitics shoehorned into experience produces 
the feeling that  there is no relief, no reason, no victory, no defeats, and no 
exit within the confines of national security’s constricted world. This is not 
tragedy: it is horror. We live in an age of horror that, like the victims of gore 
movies who never quite die so that they can be tortured more, furthers our 
practice of collective vio lence and goes on for de cades as a kind of sustain-
able warfare.

A Diff er ent Pitch of Failure

Why would I bother with the “night side” of ir theory?47 In part, I wish to 
move away from the rationalist fallacy among both defenders and critics of 
empire.  There is a shared belief in the strategic competence of nations like 
the United States. Even  those most vocally critical often see in the covert 
operations and vast military occupations a kind of purpose or conspiracy. 
The debate about empire then becomes about its moral virtue rather than the 
factual question of the strategic competence of imperial states. However, the 
lives of millions annihilated in Iraq, Yemen, Af ghan i stan, and now increas-
ingly throughout the continent of Africa do not reflect an amoral strategic 
competence. The mass murder in pursuit of the war on terrorism and its 
vision of nation- building is the result of lethal stupidity.48 In some sense, the 
investigative journalism of Jeremy Scahill and Glen Greenwald attributes too 
much reason and order to the catastrophic floundering of the American em-
pire.49 To see even a dark vision of order in the last thirty years of U.S. policy 
is itself a form of optimism. No one is in control,  there is no conspiracy, and 
yet the killing continues. A pessimistic reading of U.S. empire and the geopo-
liti cal history that precedes it is neither tragedy nor farce. It is a catastrophic 
banality lacking in any and all history, a pile of nonevents so suffocating that 
we often hope for a conspiracy, punctuating event, or villain worthy of the 
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scale of vio lence.50 For  those of us who continually rewatch the reruns of The 
Walking Dead and Jericho on our laptops in bed, we are waiting for relief in 
our privileged but increasingly fragile  bubble. I know I am not the only one 
who finds respite from the weight of politics’ “cruel optimism” by watching 
fantasies of cruel pessimism. A pessimistic understanding of global politics 
helps explain how we could come to a place where  there is a sense of relief in 
watching every thing come to an end.51

Failed ir affirms the power of this kind of negative thinking as an alterna-
tive to the endless rehearsing of moralizing insights and strategic foresight. 
The negative is not “against” or reacting to something. Rather, it is the affir-
mation of a freedom beyond the limits of life and death. That is, it is making 
a life by continuing to think about the world, even if that thinking is not re-
cuperative, and even if nothing we think can save us. In the face of it all, one 
celebrates useless thinking, useless scholarship, and useless forms of life at 
the very moment we are told to throw them all  under the bus in the name of 
survival at all costs. This is a logic referred to lately as hope and it is as cruel 
as it is anxiety inducing. Hope is a form of extortion. We are told that it is 
our obligation to bear the weight of making  things better while being chided 
that the failure of our efforts is the result of not believing in the possibility of 
real change. In such an environment, pessimism is often treated as a form of 
treason, as if only neoliberals and moral degenerates give up—or so goes the 
op- ed’s insisting upon the renewed possibility of redemption.

In response to  these exhortations, pessimism offers a historical atheism, 
both methodologically and morally. The universe does not bend  toward 
justice. Sometimes the universe bends  toward the indifference of gravity 
wells and black holes. Affirming negativity, inspired by Achille Mbembe, is 
grounds for freedom, even if that freedom or relief is only fleeting and always 
insecure. I am not arrogant enough to think a book can attain freedom of this 
sort, but this book is inspired by refusals of critique as redemption in  favor of 
useless critique and critique for its own sake.

That the pursuit of knowledge without immediate application is so thor-
oughly useless, even profane, is a diagnosis of our current moment. The neo-
liberal assault on the university is evidence of this condition, as is the current 
pitch of American politics. Our indifference as intellectuals to maximizing 
value has not gone unnoticed. We are still dangerous, worthy of vilification, 
of attack, sabotage, and derision  because we fail so de cadently. We are para-
sites according to Scott Walker, Donald Trump, and the rest. So be it. We are 
and  shall remain irascible irritants to a worldwide assault on thinking that is 
well underway and facing few obstacles in other jurisdictions.
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What would failed scholarship do? Learn to die, learn to live, learn to 
listen, learn to be together, and learn to be generous.  These virtues are use-
less in that they do not prevent or manage  things. They do not translate into 
learning objectives or metrics. Virtues of this order are selfsame, nontrans-
ferable experiences. They are meaningful but not useful.  These are luxurious 
virtues. Like grieving or joy, they are ends unto themselves. But how  will 
 these ideas seek extramural grants, contribute to an outcomes- based educa-
tion system, or become a policy recommendation? They  will not, and that is 
part of their virtue.

Even if  there is no straight line to where we are and where we  ought to 
be, I think we should get over the idea that somehow the U.S. proj ect of lib-
eral empire is conflicted, or “more right than it is wrong,” or pragmatically 
preferable to the alternatives. I hope this book can contribute to the urgent 
necessity to get out of the way by reveling in the catastrophic failure that 
should inspire humility but instead seems to embolden too many to seek 
global control yet again. De mo li tion may be an affirmative act if it means 
insurgents and  others can be better heard. And yet this may fail too. If we 
can accomplish nothing at all, we can at least, as Ta- Nehisi Coates and other 
pessimists have said, refuse to suborn the lie of Amer i ca any longer. Telling 
the truth, even if it cannot change the outcome of history, is a certain kind 
of solace. In Coates’s words,  there is a kind of rapture “when you can no 
longer be lied to, when you have rejected the dream.”52 Saying the truth out 
loud brings with it the relief that we are not crazy.  Things  really are as bad 
as we think.

If  there are  those of us who want to break from this one- hundred- year- old 
race to be the next Henry Kissinger, then why do we continue to seek re spect 
in the form of recognizable standards of excellence? I am not sure where the 
answer fi nally lies, but I do know that professionalization  will not save us. 
To appear as normal and recognizably rigorous  will not be enough to stave 
off the neoliberal drive to monetize scholarship, or to demand of us strategi-
cally useful insights. The least we can do in the face of such a  battle is to find 
comfort in meaningful ideas and the friendships they build rather than try to 
perform for  those we know are the prob lem. Some  will ask, who is this “we” 
or is that “they”— where is your evidence? More  will know exactly what I am 
talking about.

The virtues I seek are oriented  toward an acad emy of refuge, a place we 
can still live, no  matter how dire the conditions of the university and the 
classroom. It is not the think tank, boardroom, or command center. We are, 
 those of us who wish to be included, the last of the phi los o phers, the last of 
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the lovers of knowledge, the deviants who should revel in what Harney and 
Moten have called the undercommons.53

In one of his final lectures, Bataille speaks of the remnants of a diff er ent 
 human species, something not quite so doomed, something that wasted its 
newly discovered consciousness and tool- being on the art that still marks 
the walls of prehistoric caves.54 This lingering minor or vestigial heritage is 
philosophy’s beginning. Philosophy survives war, atrocity, famine, and cru-
sades. Thinking  matters in a very unusual way. Thinking is not power or 
emancipation. Thinking  matters for a sense of belonging to the world, and 
for believing in the fecundity of the world despite evidence to the contrary.

How do you get all this from pessimism, from failure?  Because willing failure 
is a temptation, a lure to think other wise, to think dangerous thoughts. Pessi-
mism is a threat to indifferentism and nihilism in the sense of the phenomenon 
of Donald Trump. Pessimism is a provocation and an  enemy of skepticism, 
particularly of the metaphysical variety. It is not redemption from  these 
afflictions, but in pessimism  there is solace in the real. To put it another way, 
to study the world as it is means to care for it.

The exhortation that our care or interest should be contingent on how 
useful the world is and how much of it conforms to our designs is as much 
opposed to care as it is to empiricism. We can study airports, poetry, en-
durance races, borders, bombs, plastic, and warfare, and find them all in 
the world. To consider the depth of their existence can be an invitation to 
the world rather than a prelude to another policy report. One cannot make 
a successful po liti cal  career out of such pursuits, but you might be able to 
make a life out of it, a life worth repeating even if nothing  else happens.

At the end of Jack Halberstam’s The Queer Art of Failure, we are presented 
with the Fantastic Mr. Fox’s toast as an exemple of something meaningful in 
 these dark times of ours.

They say all foxes are slightly allergic to linoleum, but it’s cool to the 
paw— try it. They say my tail needs to be dry cleaned twice a month, 
but now it’s fully detachable— see? They say our tree may never grow 
back, but one day, something  will. Yes,  these crackles are made of syn-
thetic goose and  these giblets come from artificial squab and even 
 these apples look fake— but at least  they’ve got stars on them. I guess 
my point is,  we’ll eat to night, and  we’ll eat together. And even in this 
not particularly flattering light, you are without a doubt the five and a 
half most wonderful wild animals I’ve ever met in my life. So let’s raise 
our boxes—to our survival.
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Halberstam says of this queer moment:

Not quite a credo, something short of a toast, a  little less than a speech, 
but Mr. Fox gives  here one of the best and most moving— both emo-
tionally and in stop- motion terms— addresses in the history of cinema. 
Unlike Coraline, where survival is predicated upon a rejection of the 
theatrical, the queer, and the improvised, and like Where the Wild 
 Things Are, where the disappointment of deliverance must be leavened 
with the pragmatism of possibility, Fantastic Mr. Fox is a queerly ani-
mated classic in that it teaches us, as Finding Nemo, Chicken Run, and 
so many other revolting animations before it, to believe in detachable 
tails, fake apples, eating together, adapting to the lighting, risk, sissy 
sons, and the sheer importance of survival for all  those wild souls that 
the farmers, the teachers, the preachers, and the politicians would like 
to bury alive.55

Although not as much fun as Halberstam’s monument to low theory, 
Savage Ecol ogy is for all the other wild animals out  there studying global 
politics. May we be buried alive together.
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